John Bartram was a simple, uneducated man . He owned a farm
outside Philadelphia . He had an ordinary enough life, though hard, and
Bartram was satisfied with it. He probably had little idea that an American
revolution was brewing or that he would become one of the first American
scientists .
One day, as he was plowing a field, he stopped to rest. He sat down
under an oak tree and picked a daisy. He turned it around in his hand and
then began to pluck its petals . What a marvel this little flower was! The
center of the daisy had hundreds of tiny, bright yellow threads. The petals
seemed to be rooted far down inside the leafy green covering.
Bartram was upset. The little flower had set his mind to racing . If this
simple plant was such a marvel, what about all the other plants? How were
all plants similar? How did they differ? How could he find out? Was he
perhaps too old and too simple to become a scientist?
He traveled to Philadelphia and went to a bookseller. Were there any
books about plants? Yes, there were, but they were in Latin . Did the
bookseller have any books on how to learn Latin? Well, yes, but just a
grammar book. Bartram took both.
Bartram began wandering the countryside, looking for unusual plants .
He read as he walked, trying to teach himself about plants and their
structure . He had an eye for the unusual, and a very keen eye it was .
Before long, he was in touch with European scientists, supplying them
with plant specimens .
One of the Europeans was the great Linnaeus, the father of modern
botany. Friends from all over the world were sending plants to Linnaeus
for classification. No one sent more plants than John Bartram .
In his long life, John Bartram discovered and classified many plants .
He was visited by Benjamin Franklin and given honors by scientific
organizations, but he stayed close to the land, a farmer always . His garden
still exists, in a park in Philadelphia.

1.

John Bartram was(A) a famous patriot
(C) a bookseller

2.

The daisy's center had hundreds of(B) leaves
(A) yellow threads
(D) roots
(C) petals

3.

The daisy made Bartram want to(B) learn more about plants
(A) find uses for it
(D) grow more flowers
(C) stop farming

4.

Bartram went to Philadelphia to(B) go to college
(A) buy daisy seeds
(D) learn Latin
(C) buy books on plants

5.

To find unusual plants, Bartram needed a keen(B) eye
(A) sense of smell
language
(D) knife
(C) command of

6.

Soon Bartram was sending plants to scientists in(B) the United States
(A) Philadelphia
(D) Europe
(C) Asia

7.

The father of modern botany was(B) Bartram
(A) Benjamin Franklin
(D) George Washington
(C) Linnaeus

8.

No one sent more plants for classification than(B) the Europeans
(A) Bartram
(D) farmers
(C) Benjamin Franklin

9.

Bartram himself discovered and classified many(B) farms
(A) books
(D) plants
(C) organizations

10.

(B) a flower grower
(D) a farmer

Visitors to Philadelphia can still see Bartram's(B) books
(A) plow
(D) garden
(C) awards

A love for music may cost the Asian musk deer its life. Sweet music
from a flute lures the shy animal from its hiding place. Then the musk
hunter lays down the flute and picks up a gun . A carefully aimed shot
brings down the tiny deer, which is barely twenty inches high at the
shoulder .
Why do hunters want such a small creature? It provides little meat,
and its head would not look very impressive hanging stuffed over the
mantelpiece . It is a pouch within the deer's body that puts the deer's life in
constant danger. This pouch contains musk, one of the most powerful and
fascinating scents on earth . Musk is an ingredient needed for making
perfume . Without musk, the perfume's scent would not last . In its pure
form, musk is worth about $40,000 a pound!
Unfortunately for musk deer, its odor is rich, full, and sweet. Just a
few grains of musk can perfume a large hall for many years.
In an effort to escape, the deer uses its sturdy legs to run up an
inclined tree. It then hides among the leaves and branches . When no trees
are around, it can dash over the roughest ground as sure-footedly as a goat.
The musk deer lives in surroundings of spectacular beauty in the
highlands of central and eastern Asia. It has a highly refined appetite for
roots, flowers, and plants called lichens . It is sensitive to pleasant
music-unfortunately for its survival . The flute lures it to its death.
A hope remains . Chemists are at work on an artificial musk.
Laboratories have been able to produce pure musk with a scent so close to
the musk deer's that it may prevent the extinction of this music-loving
animal . This artificial musk is called Astrotone . It is pure and less costly
than natural musk. The musk deer may never enjoy the hunter's flute
again, but it will live longer.

1.

The musk deer is lured by music from a(B) flute
(A) violin
(D) trumpet
(C) clarinet

2.

Measuring from the shoulder, musk deer are(B) 20 feet
(A) 2 feet
(D) 20 inches
(C) 200 inches

3.

This deer provides very little(A) meat
(C) fur

(B) fun
(D) music

4.

The deer's pouch contains(A) musk
(C) milk

(B) money
(D) gold

5.

This important ingredient is used for making(B) lipstick
(A) candles
(D) perfume
(C) bread

6.

A pound of pure musk is worth about(B) $40
(A) $40,000
(D) $4,000
(C) $400

7.

Musk deer are as sure-footed as(B) goats
(A) dogs
(D) bears
(C) sheep

8.

The home of this deer is(A) eastern Asia
(C) western Asia

9.

This deer has a strong appetite for(B) roots
(A) mice
(D) fruit
(C) poison ivy

10.

(B) northern Asia
(D) southern Asia

Artificial musk that is less costly is called
(B) Astromusk
(A) Astrotone
(D) Astrodome
(C) Astronote

Why did kings, queens, and other nobles of the Middle Ages live in
such huge stone castles? The main reason was to be safe from attack. The
first thing that made a castle easy to defend was its location usually on a
hilltop . The moat, a deep ditch outside its walls, was a castle's second line
of defense . Its major defense was its thick walls .
If enemies attempted to enter the castle, their first thought was to
climb the walls on long ladders . If this failed, they sometimes used
battering rams to smash the walls. They would crash an enormous pole
again and again against the walls until the stones cracked and fell .
Meanwhile, the castle's defenders rained down arrows and rocks on the
attackers .
A "cat" sometimes protected the attackers from these objects . The cat
was a movable shed with a steeply sloping roof so that stones thrown from
above would glance off. This shed was pushed toward the walls on
wooden wheels . Soldiers inside the shed filled the moat with brushwood.
When the shed reached the castle walls, a great battering ram beneath it
began smashing against the walls.
A favorite attack weapon was the giant stone-throwing machines .
They could hurl a sizable stone high in the air against the castle wall or
over it . These giant slingshots also hurled "Greek fire," a chemical
mixture that was a horror to those inside . There was no defense against the
stone-throwing machines except to make the walls as thick as possible.
If the attackers failed to climb over or break through the walls, they
might tunnel under them . As the attackers dug, they propped up the roof of
the tunnel with timbers . When all was finished, the tunnel was filled with
straw, which was set afire, burning the timbers as well. The tunnel would
collapse and bring down the castle wall above it. Defenders sometimes
overheard the digging and made a tunnel of their own . Sometimes the
tunnels would meet and deadly battles would take place underground .
It took as much skill to defend a castle as it did to build it.

1.

The major defense of a castle was its(A) location
(B) moat
(C) tunnels
(D) walls

2.

To smash the castle walls, the enemy used(A) a battering ram
(B) ladders
(C) a cannon
(D) rocks

3.

The movable shed was called a(A) cat
(B) mouse
(C) dog
(D) seal

4.

The movable shed had a roof(A) made of leather
(C) made of metal

(B) with a steep slope
(D) that was flat

5.

Soldiers filled the moat with(A) brushwood
(C) stones

(B) dirt
(D) spears

6.

A favorite attack machine hurled(A) arrows
(B) stones
(C) bullets
(D) spears

7.

A chemical mixture used in the attack was
(A) English bomb
(B) French flare
(C) Dutch powder

(D) Greek fire

8.

The best defense against the stone-throwing machines was(A) thick walls
(B) a rescue team
(C) arrows
(D) boiling oil

9.

The diggers filled the tunnel with
(A) rocks
(B) straw
(C) water
(D) powder

10.

The object of tunneling was to make(A) the enemy afraid
(C) a lot of noise

(B) time pass faster
(D) the wall collapse,

Early on December 6, 1917, the sky was clear and cold over the
harbor of Halifax, in Nova Scotia, Canada. There was no hint that this
would be a day Nova Scotians would never forget . The city's residents
hardly noticed a small, plain, French freighter, the Mont Blanc,
approaching the harbor.
The Mont Blanc's captain, LeMedec, guided the ship slowly up the
narrow channel. Since leaving New York, the Mont Blanc had hugged the
shore to avoid German submarines. Canada was at war with Germany, and
the ship was carrying two thousand tons of explosives!
Only a Norwegian freighter, the Imo, was between LeMedec's ship
and the safety of Halifax harbor. No problem . One blast of the Mont
Blanc' s whistle and the Imo would change course . But the first whistle
brought no result. A second followed . The Imo seemed not to notice.
Captain LeMedec gasped . The ships were on a collision course!
LeMedec desperately tried to change direction, but the Imo smashed deep
into the Mont Blanc's side . A spark from the collision started a fire on the
Mont Blanc . Panic ran through the crew. They knew what the ship's cargo
was.
craft.

Lifeboats were lowered. Sailors rowed frantically from the flaming

In a flash it happened . A gigantic explosion thundered across the
water and rocked the city. A cloud of smoke mushroomed upward . The
Mont Blanc vanished in an instant . Houses, shops, schools, churches, and
factories caved in from the terrible blast. Debris rained down, including
the hot metal pieces of the Mont Blanc itself. Within seconds one square
mile of the city was a wilderness . Railway tracks twisted like pretzels.
Buildings toppled as if made of straw . Then a tidal wave, followed by
raging fires, swept the shattered city .
Smoke rose two miles high. The explosion had been heard sixty miles
away. The Mont Blanc's thousand-pound anchor shaft was found two
miles from the blast. Over 2,200 people died. For the survivors, December
6, 1917, was a day to remember!

1.

The Day to Remember took place in the month of(A) January
(B) March
(D) December
(C) May

2.

The captain of the Mont Blanc was named(B) LaRusse
(A) LeMedec
(D) LaNecer
(C) Lapiert

3.

The port the Mont Blanc had sailed from was
(B) New York
(A) Halifax
(D) Boston
(C) Paris

4.

Since leaving port, the Mont Blanc had tried to avoid(B) air attacks
(A) storms
(D) Russian submarines
(C) German submarines

5.

The Mont Blanc was carrying 2,000 tons of(B) guns
(A) passengers
(D) grain
(C) explosives

6. The freighter that rammed the Mont Blanc was(B) French
(A) German
(D) Norwegian
(C) American
7.

The captain of the Mont Blanc believed that the Imo would
(B) change its course
(A) blow its whistle
(D) dock immediately
(C) increase its speed

8.

The fire on the Mont Blanc was started by
(B) a passenger
(A) loose wires
(D) a spark
(C) lightning

9.

The explosion was heard as far away as(B) 100 miles
(A) 40 miles
(D) 80 miles
(C) 60 miles

10.

A part of the ship thrown two miles was(B) a lifeboat
(A) the mast
(D) the anchor shaft
(C) the smokestack

On a dry, windswept Judean mountaintop, the Roman commander
pauses, puzzled. There should be a thousand enemies shouting behind
those fortress walls. There should be the clatter of Jewish troops preparing
for battle. Instead, all is silence . The commander mounts a ladder and
peers over the walls . His eyes widen in disbelief .
The year was A.D. 73 . The mighty Roman Empire ruled much of the
world, including Judea-today part of Israel. In A.D . 66, however,
freedom-loving Jewish people in Judea had rebelled against Roman rule.
One of their groups, called the Zealots, boldly captured the Roman fortress
of Masada . This was no easy task, for Masada stood atop a 1,300-foot
mesa-a flat-topped, steep-sided mountain . For seven years the Zealots
held out against the Roman army-the mightiest in the world. Gradually
the Romans crushed the rest of the Jewish rebels, but the thousand men,
women, and children of Masada would not surrender.
The Roman leader, Flavius Silva, grew furious . Such a tiny band of
Jews must not make the world's greatest army look bad! Flavius first had a
wall built around the mountain so no Jew could escape, then he had a huge
dirt ramp built up the mountain . Up this ramp rumbled terrifying war
machines-catapults to hurl giant rocks and a battering ram. The Zealots
knew that the Romans made slaves of captives. There was no way to
escape for them-except one .
The leader of the Zealots, Eleazar ben Ya'ir, said, "Let us die before
we become slaves under our enemies, and let us go-in a state of
freedom." The freedom-loving Jews agreed to kill themselves . First the
heads of families would slay their loved ones . Then the leaders would kill
the rest-and themselves .
When the Roman commander mounted the wall, he found himself
staring down on a thousand sprawled bodies. Instead of a Roman victory,
it was a Jewish one. The Zealots had found their freedom. Masada still
stands today as a monument to humankind's love for freedom.

1 . The mountaintop is in(A) Rome
(C) Smyrna

(B) Jericho
(D) Judea

2.

The Roman commander is(A) amused
(C) puzzled

3.

Tod

4.

The Zealots held out against the Roman Army for
(B) 7 months
(A) 7 years
(D) 7 days
(C) 7 weeks

5.

Flavius Silva, the Roman leader, was(B) furious
(A) relieved
(D) happy
(C) ill

6.

To surround the mountain, Flavius built a(B) castle
(A) bridge
(D) wall
(C) circus

7.

The Zealots knew that those taken captive became(A) slaves
(B) scholars
(C) soldiers
(D) bookkeepers

8.

The leader of the Zealots decided they would(B) fight
(A) leave
(D) kill themselves
(C) pray

9.

The heads of the families would slay their(A) leaders
(B) animals
(C) loved ones
(D) enemies

10 .

Judea is part of(A) Saudi Arabia
(C) Syria

Today, Masada is(A) a park
(C) a hospital

(B) tired
(D) afraid

(B) Egypt
(D) Israel

(B) an airfield
(D) a monument

What was there to fear? Rumblings had often been heard from
Krakatoa, the volcano on the small Indonesian island, but Krakatoa had
not been active for two hundred years .
By May of 1883, louder, more frightening noises were heard. The
people of the island said Krakatoa was growing restless . Dust and rocks
were hurled into the sky. Sea water began to pour into the volcano as a
crack opened on the island . The water combined with the fierce heat inside
the volcano and turned to steam. A mighty pressure increased deep inside
Krakatoa's throat .
In August of 1883, the "throat clearings" had ended . Krakatoa had
finished giving its warning signals . Those who would not listen had only
themselves to blame .
Boom! It happened . All the pressure that had been building up was
released. A huge block of earth one cubic mile in size was hurled one mile
into the air. Krakatoa had blown itself to bits! Almost the entire island
disappeared . Where the tall volcano had stood seconds before, only a hole
remained-a thousand feet deep.
Fifty miles away a downpour of mud covered the decks of a passing
ship. Windows were blasted out of houses a hundred miles distant. The
blast was heard three thousand miles away.
The worst was yet to come. A huge wall of water pushed away from
the island. It was no ordinary wave. The great, green giant reached a
hundred feet into the sky and sped across the ocean at four hundred miles
an hour. More than thirty thousand people lost their lives as the wave
swept over the neighboring islands .
Even then Krakatoa was of finished. Winds high in the sky carried
its dust around the world. For two years, at sunrise and sunset the sky
turned unusual colors, such as blood red around a blue sun. At night the
moon looked green.
And before it all happened, many people had ignored Krakatoa's
warnings . "After all," they had said, "Krakatoa has not been active for two
hundred years. What is there to fear?"

1.

Krakatoa was on a small(A) British island
(C) peninsula

2.

Krakatoa hadn't been active for(A)'200 years
(B) 300 years
(D) 10 years
(C) 1 year

3.

Loud noises told the people that Krakatoa was(A) becoming less active
(B) growing restless
(C) getting sleepy
(D) harmless

4.

The sea water and the heat(A) caused a crack
(C) meant little

5.

The "throat clearings" ended in August of(A) 1750
(B) 1640
(C) 1883
(D) 1930

6.

Where the -volcano had once stood, there remained a(A) tourist attraction
(B) deep hole
(C) mountain
(D) well

7.

A ship fifty miles from Krakatoa was covered with
(A) fire
(B) smoke
(C) water
(D) mud

8.

The noise from Krakatoa carried(A) 500 miles
(B) to Spain
(C) 10,000 miles
(D) 3,000 miles

9.

The unusual sunrises and sunsets were caused by(A) clouds
(B) dust
(C) waves
(D) a tornado

10.

(B) continent
(D) Indonesian island

(B) created no pressure
(D) increased the pressure

After the explosion the sun looked(B) blue
(A) yellow
(D) purple
(C) green

Lightning ripped through the blackness over the mid-Atlantic Ocean.
The small plane's engine sputtered . The slim young woman at the controls
knew she was too far out to turn back . Carefully she coaxed the plane
ahead through the storm .
When dawn came, the engine was failing seriously . Just ahead lay the
Irish coast. As the engine gasped its last, the woman brought her plane
down in a cow pasture. An astonished farmer raced over as the young
woman climbed out of the airplane. "I'm from America," she said. "My
name is Amelia Earhart." She had become the first woman ever to fly the
Atlantic alone. She had even set a new speed record, thirteen hours and
thirty minutes!
Many people had told Amelia Earhart not to make this flight. They
didn't think a woman was strong enough to keep going through the long
night . However, Earhart had strength and courage to spare . She had
already made parachute jumps and had explored the ocean floor in a
diver's uniform. Now, overnight, she had become famous .
She then began to dream of circling the globe at its widest part.
Money was raised, and Earhart bought a new plane. In her first attempt,
however, her plane was damaged on takeoff and she had to delay the
flight. By the time the plane was repaired, the season had changed.
The world anxiously followed her flight. She flew across central
Africa, Arabia, and the Orient. Finally, only one difficult stop remained .
She would have to find a tiny speck in the Pacific-Howland Island.
As the world waited, a message crackled from her radio . People
could not believe it. The message said, "Circling . . . cannot see island . . .
gas is running low." For two weeks, warships and planes searched the
ocean for the daring young woman and her copilot, Fred Noonan . No trace
was ever found.
Today many airplanes, both commercial and military, follow the path
blazed in the sky by the fearless woman aviator-Amelia Earhart.

1.

The woman at the controls was flying(A) a kite
(B) a jumbo jet
(C) through a storm
(D) with two copilots

2.

She brought the airplane down
(A) on a beach
(C) in a deserted village

3.

Amelia Earhart was the first woman to(A) fly the Atlantic alone
(B) cross America
(C) fly solo
(D) fly to Miami

4.

Amelia made her trip in a little over(A) thirteen hours
(B) twenty hours
(D) fifty hours
(C) six hours

5.

Amelia had also explored(A) the Klondike region
(C) the jungle

(B) Africa
(D) the ocean floor

6.

She planned to
(A) reach the South Pole
(C) reach China

(B) circle the globe
(D) reach the Arctic

7.

On takeoff her airplane(A) caught fire
(C) crashed

(B) in a cow pasture
(D) in Boston

(B) was damaged
(D) rose sharply

8.

Amelia Earhart intended to land(A) in Japan
(B) on Howland Island
(C) in the Marshalls
(D) in Panama

9.

A message from Amelia said that(B) her time was up
(A) her copilot was ill
(D) the gas was low
(C) all was well

10.

Amelia and her plane(A) disappeared
(C) reached Honolulu

(B) circled the globe
(D) landed safely

In 1938, a fishing boat off the coast of Africa pulled up its nets . One
net held a very strange fish, like no other the crew had ever seen. It was
five feet long and bright blue. Strangest of all, it had fins that looked like
legs!
In the nets, only this fish remained alive for several hours, snapping
at the crew with its sharp teeth . Luckily, before the creature began to rot, a
young woman made a drawing of it. She sent her drawing to an expert on
sea life, Professor J. B. Smith.
Upon seeing her drawing of the fish, Professor Smith stared in
disbelief. Could it be true? It just didn't seem possible, but there it was. It
could be only one thing, a coelacanth (say "SEE luh kanth"), a fish
believed extinct since dinosaurs roamed the earth fifty million years ago.
How could the fish have been swimming about only a few days before?
If one had been found, there must be others, Professor Smith
reasoned . The professor distributed posters offering a reward for catching
such a fish. It had to be kept until Smith had a chance to examine it.
Other scientists laughed at Smith . They insisted the search was a
waste of time. Years passed . No coelacanth was found. It began to look as
if the other scientists were right . But Smith never gave up hope . One day,
fourteen years later, the professor received a telegram . "A fish had been
caught that looked like the one in the poster. Would the scientist fly to the
region and inspect the fish? Smith did.
With trembling fingers the professor raised the cloth wrapped around
the fish. It was exactly like the one in the young woman's sketch. It was a
coelacanth, a missing link with the past!
After the discovery of the coelacanth, scientists began to wonder. Is it
possible that an even stranger creature will someday be discovered?

1 . The first coelacanth was caught in(B) 1775
(A) 1660
(D) 1938
(C) 1965
2.

It was caught off the coast of(A) America
(C) England

3.

The first coelacanth was caught(B) on a hook
(A) in a bucket
(D) by harpooning it
(C) in a net

4.

A drawing of the strange fish was made by(B) a sailor
(A) an artist
(D) a young woman
(C) a police officer

5.

The coelacanth was believed to have been extinct for(B) five years
(A) fifty million years
(D) a few days
(C) five million years

6.

Scientists thought Professor Smith' would(B) write a book
(A) find the creature
(D) not find the creature
(C) be caught by the creature

7.

Before the second coelacanth was caught(B) fifty years passed
(A) two years passed
(D) fourteen years passed
(C) twenty years passed

8.

Professor Smith got news of the second catch by(B) telegram
(A) mail
(D) word of mouth
(C) radio

9.

The second coelacanth was wrapped in
(B) cloth
(A) paper
(D) a sweater
(C) tin foil

10.

(B) Ireland
(D) Africa

After the second coelacanth was caught, scientists began to(B) laugh
(A) travel
(D) wonder
(C) disbelieve

Have you sent or received a greeting card lately? Most likely you
have, if you are like your fellow Americans. They are producing the
biggest greeting-card boom ever known.
Who first thought of exchanging illustrated greetings? It was the
ancient Chinese, at New Year's time . In digging up 2,000-year-old
Egyptian tombs, scientists have found good-will messages on clay tablets .
Even the hardy Romans sent greetings .
The first paper greeting card was a crude woodcut printed in
Germany about 1450 . This was much more convenient than the clay
tablets or metal and wooden objects that had previously been used!
When did the first Christmas card arrive? Oddly, only in the last
century. The card was designed by John Horsley of England in 1843 at the
request of Henry Cole. The idea soon spread throughout Europe and the
United States . Today almost half of all cards sent are Christmas cards.
Louis Prang, a German-American, started the greeting-card business
in the United States . By 1866 his cards, containing color copies of oil
paintings, were the number-one sellers in both America and Britain .
Following Christmas cards in sales come everyday cards-birthday,
invitational, congratulatory, and get-well. Also popular are valentine cards,
with their fancy and expensive designs .
How many greeting cards are sent each year? About seven
billion-costing people over a billion dollars a year, plus another $150
million for postage!
Card sales are going in new directions. Sales to very young people
have increased greatly. Often these cards feature novelties, puppets,
masks, and puzzles . Also, people are now willing to spend more for a
card. One valentine company cannot keep up with the demand for its
$8 .50 musical card. This card plays a romantic song when the cover is
lifted . It seems that no price is too high when love is involved!

1.

The idea of exchanging illustrated greetings began with the(A) French
(B) Greeks
(C) Japanese

(D) Chinese

2.

The first greeting card on paper was made in(A) Germany
(B) Switzerland
(C) France
(D) Italy

3.

The Christmas card first came out in(A) 1450
(B) 1843
(C) 1776
(D) 1866

4.

The first Christmas card was designed by(A) John Horse
(B) Louis Horsley
(C) Henry Cole
(D) John Horsley

5.

The Christmas card idea came from(A) Spain
(B) England
(C) Africa
(D) America

6.

Cards accounting for almost half the total card volume are(A) birthday cards
(B) Christmas cards
(C) get-well cards
(D) invitations

7.

The founder of the American greeting-card industry was(A) Paul Louis
(B) Louis Prang
(D) Bob Williams
(C) Bill Bailey

8.

Cards that have fancy designs are(A) birthday cards
(B) get-well cards
(C) funny cards
(D) valentine cards

9.

A trend in the greeting-card industry shows increased sales to(A) older people
(B) South America
(C) the very young
(D) college students

10.

When the cover of one greeting card is lifted, the card(B) plays jazz music
(A) does a dance
(D) plays the National Anthem
(C) plays a love song

"I don't believe it," said the sailor on board the United States Navy
destroyer. It was during World War II, and the sailor was looking at an
enemy ship. "That destroyer flies the Japanese flag," the sailor shouted,
"but it looks like an American ship!" Then the guns of the strange warship
opened fire, and once again the air over the Pacific Ocean rocked to the
sounds of battle .
It was not the first time this dangerous warship had fired at the
American navy. But no American sailor could ever figure out its name . It
was not on any chart. It did not match any pictures of Japanese destroyers
in navy files . Yet it looked like many other American ships . Soon
American sailors were calling this mysterious craft the Ghost Ship of
World War II.
The story of the Ghost Ship is a very strange one. On February 26,
1942, the American destroyer Stewart was damaged by the Japanese . It
was ordered back to port for repairs . But Japanese airplanes attacked it
again and scored a direct hit. American officers then ordered a retreat . The
crew abandoned ship, and the Stewart was left behind.
Three weeks later the Stewart was taken off the list of U.S . Navy
ships. But no one knew that the Japanese had captured the American
warship and rebuilt it. Soon it was fighting side by side with Japanese
destroyers . Time and time again, the Ghost Ship saw action against the
American navy. Throughout the entire war, no American was able to solve
the mystery .
But the end of the tale is even stranger. After the Americans won the
war, they found an old rusty destroyer in a Japanese port. It had been
abandoned by the Japanese . The Americans checked their records and lists
of ships . They were surprised to find that the Japanese destroyer was
really the old USS Stewart . The mystery of the Ghost Ship of World War
11 was finally solved.

1 . The strange enemy warship flew the flag of(B) Italy
(A) Germany
(D) the United States
(C) Japan
2. Both ships were traveling in the
(A) Atlantic Ocean
(C) Black Sea

(B) Indian Ocean
(D) Pacific Ocean

3 . American sailors named this craft the Ghost Ship of(B) World War II
(A) World War III
(D) World War I
(C) Japan
4. The name of the destroyer that was damaged by the Japanese was the(B) Seaworth
(A) Stewart
(D) Stephen
(C) Saunders
5. The destroyer was left behind by the
(B) army
(A) Japanese
(D) navy
(C) marines
6. Unknown to the navy, the ship was captured by the
(B) Japanese
(A) Army
(D) Germans
(C) Russians
7 . After the war, the destroyer was(B) painted
(A) lost
(D) sold
(C) found
8 . This time the Ghost Ship was discarded by the(B) Chinese
(A) Germans
(D) Japanese
(C) United States
9. Surprisingly, the Ghost Ship was really the(A) USS Stewart
(B) UAR Stewart
(D) SSU Stewart
(C) USS Stillman
10. The Ghost Ship mystery was(A) taped
(C) solved

(B) unknown
(D) recorded

"We're going to escape," said William Craft to his wife, Ellen. They
had just witnessed another slave being flogged to death at the whipping
post. From Macon, Georgia, they would have to flee a thousand miles
north to reach freedom-but William had a plan!
They would escape by train while slave catchers searched for them in
swamps . "You will dress as a young male planter," William chuckled . He
drew a silk hat, a waistcoat, and trousers from a bag. Ellen's skin color
was so fair that she had often been mistaken for white. "I will be your
slave," William explained . "Just try to speak as little as possible," he
cautioned.
On December 21, 1848, Ellen purchased tickets for herself and her
"slave ." Once on the train, Ellen was stunned. Beside her sat one of the
most dreaded slave catchers-Willis Hughes . Hughes and another slave
catcher, after getting off, recognized Ellen through the window. For the
moment, however, the fugitives were safe. The train was speeding away.
They stayed at the finest hotel in Charleston, South Carolina .
Everyone treated Ellen with great respect . She was the very image of a
typical planter. The manager did not even ask her to register. William had
put her arm in a sling because neither he nor Ellen had ever been taught to
write.
The next morning the slave catchers arrived in Charleston, but
William and Ellen were safely aboard the train. Only four more days to
Baltimore, Maryland, the last stop before freedom! However, in Baltimore
the ticket agent told Ellen she could not take her slave North without
ownership papers .
Suddenly William had an inspiration . "I am taking young master to a
doctor in Philadelphia," he explained . "Young master is sick."
At that moment another passenger said, "I know the young man . I
have come with him all the way from Georgia." The agent let them go.
Ellen and William boarded the train to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
and freedom. It was one of the most daring of all escapes from slavery.

1.

Ellen and William lived in the area of(A) Mobile, Alabama
(B) Miami, Florida
(C) Macon, Georgia
(D) Atlanta, Georgia

2.

Freedom lay at a distance of(A) 1,000 miles
(C) 900 miles

3.

Ellen was to dress as a young male(A) slave
(B) ticket agent
(C) manager
(D) planter

4.

Ellen purchased train tickets on(A) January 5, 1959
(B) December 21, 1848
(C) May 20,1789
(D) November 30, 1821

5.

The man who sat beside Ellen was named(A) Moore
(B) Carroll
(C) Hughes
(D) Smith

6.

They stayed at the finest hotel in(A) Philadelphia
(B) Macon
(C) Baltimore
(D) Charleston

7.

Ellen's arm was in a(A) cast
(C) sleeve

8.

The slave catchers arrived in Charleston(B) the next afternoon
(A) the next morning
(D) two days later
(C) that evening

9.

The ticket agent demanded(A) money
(C) tickets

10.

(B) 2,000 miles
(D) 500 miles

(B) sling
(D) bandage

(B) papers
(D) passengers

William announced he was taking Ellen to a(A) friend
(B) hospital
doctor
(D) relative
(C)

One minute the schooner John A . Campbell was sailing along
peacefully in the Pacific Ocean. Then, without warning, the ship's bow
rose high out of the water and slammed back into the sea with great force .
"What happened?" shouted the sailors . "Did we hit something?" But there
was nothing in sight, and the bottom of the ocean was more than fourteen
thousand feet below.
Seconds later the steamer Argo reared out of the ocean, shuddered,
and crashed down. The steel plating on the ship bent and twisted. Rivets
popped out of their holes . Sailors ran for the lifeboats . Finally the ship
steadied itself, and all was peaceful once again . No one knew then that the
two ships had survived the beginning of an earthquake!
It had started almost three miles below the surface of the Pacific
Ocean . Little by little, parts of a crack in the ocean's floor had begun to
slip away. Finally the ocean bed split open, and a very strong shock wave
shot eastward .
At a speed of seven thousand miles per hour, the earthquake reached
the coast of California in seconds that Wednesday morning in 1906.
Before anyone knew what had happened, the powerful quake had
destroyed a 110-foot lighthouse . Racing southward, the earthquake then
uprooted forests of redwood trees, wrecked several small towns, and
moved millions of tons of rock .
Then the deadly earthquake hit San Francisco, at 5 :13 A.M. For
seventeen minutes the ground trembled and split . Buildings shuddered and
crumpled into piles of bricks and steel . Pieces of wood and glass flew
through the air. Fires broke out. Finally the earthquake stopped.
Seven hundred people died in the earthquake of 1906 . But
California's troubles were not over . Sixty-five years later another
earthquake shook California . Sixty people died that day in 1971, and a
thousand people were injured . Yet another earthquake hit the state in 1989,
killing over fifty-five people and injuring over three thousand . Today
many scientists warn that someday soon the bed of the Pacific will send
another very harmful quake crashing into California.

1 . John A . Campbell was the name of the(A) captain
(B) lighthouse keeper
(D) schooner
(C) ocean
2. The ship's bow rose high out of the water of the(B) Gulf of Mexico
(A) Black Sea
(D) Atlantic Ocean
(C) Pacific Ocean
3. The name of the second ship was the(B) Annie
(A) Argo
(D) Ages
(C) Apollo
4. Both ships survived(A) a volcano
(C) a tidal wave

(B) a tornado
(D) an earthquake

5. This disturbance started at a depth of(B) 30 miles
(A) 3 yards
(C) 3 feet
(H) 3 miles
6. The shock wave traveled at a rate of(A) 5,000 mph
(B) 70,000 mph
(D) 700 mph
(C) 7,000 mph
7. Within seconds, the earthquake struck the coast of(B) California
(A) Hawaii
(C) Italy
(D) Mexico
8 . The height of the lighthouse destroyed was(B) 210 feet
(A) 10 feet
(R) 110 feet
(C) 110 pounds
9 . The quake lasted for(A) 17 minutes
(C) 1 day

(B) 17 seconds
(D) 70 minutes

10. In 1971, the number of people injured totaled(B) 6,000
(A) 100
(IS) 1,000
(C) 60

It's not unusual to read in the newspapers that a person has
disappeared without a trace . But have you ever heard of a whole village
disappearing? It happened-and not in some ancient legendary time or
place but right on our own continent in the twentieth century.
In the far north of Canada a tribe of Eskimos regularly lived in a
winter camp at a remote lake called Angikuni . The caribou hunting was
good there, and the Eskimos kept warm in the sod huts they built . They
were friendly people who enjoyed visits from fur trappers occasionally
passing through .
In November of 1930 one such trapper, on the way home from the
wilderness, decided to stop off for a while at the Angikuni village, where
he was well known and liked . To his surprise as he approached the
collection of huts, not a sound answered his "Hello!" On previous trips he
had been greeted by yapping dogs and shouts of welcome from the
Eskimos .
Puzzled, the trapper investigated . Entering but after hut, he found no
one . The mystery deepened as he saw pots of food hanging over fire pits
waiting to be cooked-but the fires had long gone cold. Other evidence,
such as half-mended clothes with the needles still in them, indicated that
the villagers had left suddenly . Two of the Eskimos' most valued
possessions, their kayak boats and their rifles, lay abandoned .
Two more shocks awaited the trapper. The first came in the tiny
Eskimo graveyard . One of the graves had been opened . It could not have
been dug up by animals, for the stones that had covered the grave were
stacked neatly beside it. The trapper's second shock was his discovery of
the Eskimos' seven sled dogs-all dead of starvation.
All these facts were confirmed by the Canadian police . A village of
thirty men, women, and children-gone! What had happened? Why had
the Eskimos suddenly abandoned their dogs and rifles? Without both, they
knew they could never survive an overland journey. Why the open grave?
The Eskimos of Angikuni were never found, and to this day the police list
the mystery as "unsolved."

1.

The village was located in(A) South America
(C) North America

(B) Europe
(D) Africa

2.

The village disappeared in the(A) 1600s
(C) 1700s

(B) 1800s
(D) 1900s

3.

The Eskimos' winter camp was near a(B) lake
(A) forest
(D) highway
(C) city

4.

The Eskimos were
(A) friendly
(C) shy

5.

A trapper came to Angikuni in(B) November 1930
(A) November 1918
(D) June 1979
(C) November 1980

6.

When the trapper investigated, he found the fires were(B) cold
(A) blazing
(D) warm
(C) banked

7.

A most valuable possession to an Eskimo is
(B) an animal skin
(A) blubber
(D) a sword
(C) a kayak boat

8.

Besides the open grave, the trapper found(B) 7 sleds
(A) 7 dead dogs
(D) yapping dogs
(C) the police

9.

The village inhabitants had numbered(B) 30 women
(A) 30 people
(D) 30 men
(C) 30 children

10.

The police list the mystery as(A) curious
(C) fantastic

(B) lazy
(D) timid

(B) interesting
(D) not solved

Barbed wire! Those words bring a shudder to most of us today . We
may picture the ugly, spiked strands of twisted wire on prison walls or
battlefields . Or we may imagine high fences topped with barbed wire to
keep criminals out of buildings that hold valuables . Our minds usually
connect barbed wire with something bad .
In the last century just the opposite was true. When barbed wire was
invented around 1870, it was hailed by many as one of the greatest aids to
the settlement of the American West. Why? It opened up much of the West
to farming .
It was almost impossible for settlers to do any farming without fences
around their land. Their cattle and other valuable farm animals would
wander away. Around 1850, government leader John C. Calhoun said that
fences were the most important product that Americans made .
Back in the East farmers built fences from stones or wood, which
were both abundant. Even there, fencing in a farm took many long hours
of backbreaking work. But out on the Midwestern and Western prairies,
the fertile land contained few rocks, and few trees grew to provide fence
wood. Besides, wood fences would rot, burn, or collapse easily . Smoothwire fences were tried, but cattle would knock them down just by leaning
heavily against them. The nation needed a fence that would stand strong
for years yet be quick and cheap to produce and erect.
So who finally invented barbed wire? It was not one genius but at
least five Americans, named Smith, Rose, Glidden, Haish, and Elwood .
Each thought of a different way to attach barbs, or sharp points, to a fence
to keep animals- off it . Needless to say, there was much quarreling as to
who was the real inventor and whose wire was best.
But that was a small matter . The wire worked . Soon the fertile
prairies were fenced off into thousands of farms . Not soldiers but the
simple invention of barbed wire had "won the West" for the settlers .

1.

Today, the words barbed wire cause us to(A) chuckle
(B) shudder
(C) yell
(D) tingle

2.

We might imagine that barbed wire keeps criminals out of(A) battlefields
(B) theaters
(C) buildings
(D) jails

3.

Barbed wire was invented around(A) 1870
(B) 1850
(C) 1902
(D) 1776

4.

The invention opened the West to(A) grazing
(B) mining
(C) farming
(D) hunting

5.

Around 1850 a government leader was(A) Sam Houston
(B) Wyatt Earp
(C) Butch Cassidy
(D) John Calhoun

6.

Smooth-wire fences could be damaged by(A) rot
(B) fire
(C) cattle
(D) rustlers

7.

Barbed wire was invented by at least(A) 5 Americans
(B) 3 Germans
7
Italians
(D) 4 teachers
(C)

8.

Each thought of a different way to
(A) dig postholes
(B) attach barbs
(C) stretch wires
(D) attach gates

9.

The fences surrounded(A) sheriffs' offices
(C) shopping malls

10.

The West was won by the(A) army
(C) settlers

(B) schoolhouses
(D) thousands of farms

(B) invention of barbed wire
(D) cattle ranchers

One hundred miles off the Atlantic coast of Canada lies Sable Island,
the scene of more wrecks than any other place in the ocean's waters .
Pounded by fierce gales and surrounded by surging currents, the island has
earned the grim title "Graveyard of the Atlantic."
Most of the year the island, wrapped in dense fog, is not easily seen
by approaching ships . Far out from both ends of the island, sandbars rise
dangerously close to the water's surface . Ships driven upon the sandbars
in a gale are pounded by towering waves, then either driven onto Sable
Island itself or smashed to pieces by the raging surf. Five hundred ships
have gone down along these coasts.
Today, about fifty people live on Sable Island-those who tend the
lighthouse and the lifesaving station, and their families. About half of the
inhabitants are children. They are as fond of their sandy home as the adults
are. Hiking is their favorite sport.
Perhaps the strangest sights on Sable Island are those that follow the
violent sandstorms . Ships buried for hundreds of years come to view as
the sand is swept away. Other vessels vanish in the sand almost overnight .
Supply ships from Nova Scotia visit the island four times a year. It is
no easy journey. The ships must sometimes wait offshore for days or even
weeks until the weather breaks and they can land with food and
equipment . The islanders are noticeably sad when it comes time for the
ship to depart .
Visitors always ask about the savage-looking wild horses, with large
heads and flowing manes, that race about the island . These animals are
descendants of horses left by passing or wrecked ships more than three
hundred years ago.
As the storms gnaw away at its sandy beaches, Sable Island grows
smaller with the passing years . Some believe that within a hundred years
the island will be no more than a ripple beneath the ocean waves, and the
Island of Lost Ships will become lost itself.

1 . Sable Island is located in the(A) Atlantic Ocean
(C) Indian Ocean

(B) Pacific Ocean
(D) Arctic Ocean

2. Sable Island lies off the coast of(B) Egypt
(A) Brazil
(D) Switzerland
(C) Canada
3 . Most of the year the island is
(A) wrapped in fog
(C) covered with snow

(B) visited by seals
(D) covered by trees

4. Ships lost off Sable Island number(B) 300
(A) 100
(D) 500
(C) 400
5. The favorite sport of Sable Island children is
(B) swimming
(A) riding wild horses
(D) hiking
(C) boating
6 . Perhaps the strangest sights on Sable Island follow(B) spring rains
(A) December storms
(D) sunny days
(C) sandstorms
7 . Supply ships that visit Sable Island come from(B) Scotland
(A) Nova Scotia
(D) Newfoundland
(C) Quebec
8 . Each year supply ships visit Sable Island(B) twice
(A) once
(D) four times
(C) three times
9. The wild horses are known particularly for their(B) wild eyes
(A) flowing manes
(D) large teeth
(C) heavy legs
10. Each year Sable Island grows
(A) larger
(C) prettier

(B) smaller
(D) warmer

How would you react if someone called you a "potholer"? What if
people referred to you, as a "spelunker"? You might get angry until you
found out that these terms describe people who like to explore caves . In
fact, many cave explorers simply call themselves "cavers ."
Why would anyone want to crawl underground, either as a hobby or
as a job? Many caves, after all, are dark, damp, and dangerous . Cavers
have many reasons to explore . Some cavers are interested in rocks and
how they were formed . Some are interested in finding hidden waterways .
Some are biologists studying animals that live in caves . However, most
cavers also go for the excitement . They enjoy challenging their minds and
bodies .

Caving, or spelunking, can be a combination of mountain climbing
and deep-sea diving . The big difference is that caving is done
underground! For a long exploration underground, cavers bring a lot of
special equipment . It may include ropes and mountain-climbing
equipment and wet suits for getting past underground waterfalls or for
wading through underground lakes.
The most important pieces of equipment are probably the lighting
system and a long, narrow wire ladder . Cavers make sure they bring
powerful electric helmet lamps and fresh batteries . The ladder may extend
two or three hundred feet and allow cavers to climb down what seems to
be a bottomless pit.
Underground passages may be rounded tunnels, huge arched rooms,
or narrow cracks. Sometimes a caver will spend hours crawling through a
crack that is too small even to sit up in. Cavers often find themselves
making an unexpected and very cozy visit with thousands of bats or giant
spiders or with armies of cockroaches, beetles, and scorpions .
For all these hardships and dangers, what are the rewards?
Spelunkers can come upon underground rooms of breathtaking beauty .
They may find themselves paddling on a blue-green river beneath a golden
rock ceiling . They may see towering pillars of stone or deep, dark pools .
True spelunkers are satisfied only when they have glimpsed the farthest
corner or crevice .

1.

People who explore caves are known as spelunkers, potholers, or
(A) carvers
(B) cavers
(C) crawlers
(D) catchers

2.

Most cavers go underground for the(A) darkness
(B) money
(C) waterways
(D) excitement

3.

Caving is different from mountain climbing because it is done(A) underground
(B) only at night
(C) as a job
(D) with equipment

4.

Special equipment for wet caves might include
(A) a dry suit
(B) waterproof food
(C) an umbrella
(D) a wet suit

5.

The most important pieces of equipment include
(A) electric wires
(B) a camera
(C) lights
(D) wet suits

6.

To get to the bottom of a hole, cavers use a(A) wire ladder
(B) wide ladder
(C) rope
(D) parachute

7.

To get through narrow cracks, cavers must(A) dive
(B) leap
(C) tiptoe
(D) crawl

8.

Cavers might run into bats or giant(A) plants
(B) rats
(C) spiders
(D) fish

9.

Other animals in caves include(A) polar bears
(B) bees and scorpions
(C) beetles and scallions
(D) beetles and scorpions

10.

Some spelunkers aren't satisfied until they've seen(A) underground rooms
(B) a river
(C) towers of stone
(D) the farthest corner

Near London there is a much-talked-about barn. Oddly enough, it
resembles many other barns in England. Inside, the barn looks somewhat
small because of the many beams and the slope of the roof.
If this old barn were standing in America, hundreds of thousands of
people every year would come and pay to stare at it. Many might be
willing to pay hundreds of dollars for just a tiny piece of it. Of course, it
wouldn't be for sale . Police would be needed to guard the priceless barn
from the knives, axes, and saws of souvenir hunters.
In England, not too many people visit the barn. Those who have seen
it say that the framework looks like a ship turned upside down. The beams
are obviously from a ship, too. Of course, this is true of many old barns in
England. Good hard oak isn't easy to get. The oak timbers from ships are
well-seasoned and able to last a long time.
A check into the history of this old barn shows that it was built in
1628 . The boards come from a ship that was salvaged a few years before.
Tests show that the timber is almost as salty as the ocean. One beam in the
barn shows a crack that was repaired centuries ago . People who know
ships and mathematics have determined that if all the timbers in the barn
were once again fashioned into a ship, this ship would be about eighty-five
feet long and twenty-five feet wide .
Experts have also examined the farmhouse itself. The farmhouse door
was undoubtedly taken from the same ship that became the barn . Carved
on the door are little flowers that are common in England . When the
historians saw these, they knew that they had found the most convincing
proof of all. Here on a farm in England they discovered the remains of one
of the most famous ships in all history-the ship that brought the Pilgrims
to America-the Mayflower!

1.

The much-talked-about barn is near(B) Hull
(A) Manchester
(D) Birmingham
(C) London

2.

The barn would have more visitors if it were located in(B) America
(A) France
(D) Switzerland
(C) Germany

3.

Visitors would be looking for(A) friends
(C) Pilgrims

4.

The framework of the barn looks like a ship turned(A) upside down
(B) right side up
(C) inside out
(D) backward

5.

The barn was built of sturdy(A) pine
(C) oak

(B) cedar
(D) walnut

6.

The barn was built in(A) 1880
(0)1750

(B) 1628
(D) 1600

7.

Tests made on the wood showed it to be(A) somewhat rotten
(B) three hundred years old
(D) five hundred years old
(C) very salty

8.

One of the beams was(A) small
(C) not repaired

9.

Little flowers were carved on the farmhouse(A) wall
(B) roof
(C) floor
(D) door

10.

(B) the anchor
(D) souvenirs

(B) cracked and repaired
(D) stolen and recovered

The priceless barn is made of wood from the(B) Mayflower
(A) Speedwell
(D) Santa Maria
(C) Titanic

"Hold your course," said the navigator aboard the huge turboprop
Lockheed Orion . "We're flying into the center of the storm." Lightning
flashed through the clouds . Hailstorms pelted the airplane. Strong winds
tried to blow it off course . Yet the Orion and its crew of twenty-one,
including ten scientists, continued on their way. Their mission: go to the
center of the storm and send back valuable information .
Two hundred years ago Benjamin Franklin attached a key to a piece
of string, sent a kite into the air, and watched lightning dance along the
key . Today flying weather scientists of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration use much more complicated equipment to
learn about the weather.
Scientists can measure temperature, humidity, winds, and air
pressure. They also have radar to show air movement and cloud structure .
Other instruments measure the ice and water in the clouds . Special
cameras show the size of ice crystals and raindrops.
But what good is all this information? How can we use it? The
answer is weather control. Each year storms cause about $450 million
worth of damage in the United States. If scientists can learn more about
the storms, maybe they can weaken them .
For example, scientists have discovered how to reduce lightning
strikes . Airplanes drop tiny hairlike fibers into thunderclouds . The fibers
stop the buildup of electricity, and lightning bolts cannot form. Today,
when spaceships leave the earth, weather planes can prevent lightning
from striking them and damaging their instruments . The flying weather
scientists do not have an easy job. They must be able to spend long, lonely
hours flying into the center of storms and hurricanes . They must have
steady nerves and be in good physical condition . Most of all, they must
not panic when lightning and hail strike their airplanes .
So the next time a storm passes over you, look up to the skies. You
won't see it, but maybe a weather plane will be fighting its way through
the clouds and strong winds overhead .

1.

The name of the turboprop was the(A) Ben Franklin
(B) Oreo
(D) Magellan
(C) Orion

2.

The plane was headed toward the storm's(B) path
(A) outer area
(D) center
(C) funnel

3.

Crew members and scientists aboard the plane numbered(B) thirty-one
(A) twenty-one
(D) forty-one
(C) twelve

4.

A famous person who experimented with lightning was(B) George Washington
(A) Isaac Newton
(C) Jonas Salk
(D) Benjamin Franklin

5.

Scientists can measure temperature and(A) rainfall
(B) dry air
(D) energy
(0) humidity

6.

The yearly cost of storm damage is estimated at(B) $450 billion
(A) $450 thousand
(D) $540 million
(C) $450 million

7.

Scientists have discovered how to reduce(A) air pressure
(B) hailstorms
(C) humidity
(D) lightning strikes

8.

To prevent lightning bolts from forming, airplanes drop(A) batteries
(B) fibers
(C) water
(D) sand

9.

Weather planes can prevent lightning from striking(A) space centers
(B) farm animals
(D) spaceships
(C) automobiles

10.

An important quality the scientist must possess is steady(A) muscles
(B) brain cells
(C) nerves
(D) hands

It was Christmas Eve as ninety-two happy passengers and crew
members boarded a four-engine Electra airliner at Lima, Peru. Ninety-one
of them would never see Christmas Day.
Seventeen-year-old Juliane Koepcke had just graduated from high
school and was returning home with her mother. Both Juliane's parents,
Drs . Maria and Hans Koepcke, were scientists living and working in a
small jungle town 475 miles north of Lima.
Over the Amazon, the Electra was suddenly struck by lightning and
crashed into thick jungle. The next thing Juliane knew, she was lying on
the damp earth, surrounded by jagged wreckage-and bodies . A stabbing
pain told her that her collarbone was broken . Finding no one alive-not
even her mother-Juliane began walking. Her father had once told her, "If
you are lost, walk downhill, as the water flows. You will always reach a
stream-then a river-then a town."
A jungle can be a cruel place, especially for a lost, injured girl with
no food and wearing only a thin dress and high-heeled shoes. She had no
protection from the searing sun, the heavy rains, the mud, the insects, the
nighttime chill-and whatever unknown creatures crept through the
forests . Soon her shoes were gone and her dress was in tatters.
Somehow, young Juliane never lost her determination or confidence .
Finding a stream, as her father had predicted, buoyed her spirits . Now she
could swim or float at times, resting her bruised bare feet .
Still without food, Juliane pressed on through the third day-then the
fourth . Hunger gnawed at her stomach . Exhaustion began to set in. Plump
fruits and berries beckoned from nearby plants, but she knew she must not
eat them, for they might be poisonous .
On the fourth day, the dazed girl glimpsed a but through the trees. It
was deserted, but she rested there for five more days . Finally she heard the
voices of hunters! Juliane Koepcke's hope and determination had saved
her.

1.

The passengers and crew boarding the airliner were(A) hungry
(B) horrified
(C) happy
(D) tired

2.

The plane departed on(A) Easter
(C) Christmas Day

3.

Juliane's parents were both(A) actors

(B) Christmas Eve
(D) Saturday

(C) scientists

(B) farmers
(D) bankers

4.

They lived and worked in
(A) Lima
(C) the Amazon

(B) a small science station
(D) a small jungle town

5.

The Electra was struck by
(A) lightning
(C) a hailstorm

(B) a blizzard
(D) a truck

6.

In the crash Juliane lost her(A) best friend
(C) school principal

(B) mother
(D) father

7.

Juliane's shoes were
(A) red
(C) high-heeled

(B) rubber
(D) leather

8.

Finding a stream made Juliane feel(A) better
(B) exhausted
(C) worse
(D) hungry

9.

Juliane saw a shelter on the(A) first day
(C) tenth day

10.

(B) fourth day
(D) third day

Altogether Juliane's ordeal lasted
(B) 9 hours
(A) 26 hours
(C) 5 days
(D) 9 days

Do you know what is the most feared North American animal? The
bear? The mountain lion? Sorry . The most feared animal is only thirty
inches in length-hardly as large as a medium-size dog. The mountain
lion, the bear, and even an entire pack of wolves will run when it
approaches. It is the wolverine-twenty-five pounds of unbridled fury.
The wolverine looks like a tiny bear. It is awkward and has shaggy
brown fur. Yet its long teeth can snap through a three-inch rope with a
single bite. Its two-inch claws will tunnel through earth that is as hard as
concrete.
The wolverine's strength and temper are unbelievable. It can move
logs that would require three people to lift. When in a blind rage, this
nasty-tempered creature will attack and kill a thousand-pound moose.
Even a person with a gun is not safe when the wolverine is around .
Even more frightening, the wolverine has an almost human brain .
The beast will follow a trapper to see where the traps are set and then steal
the bait. Often it will steal the trap itself and hide it beneath the snow. It
will invade the cabin of the trapper-coming down the chimney if
necessary-and destroy everything in sight.
The wolverine is a cunning escape artist. A trapper once placed a
wolverine inside a large steel drum. When the trapper returned, the end of
the drum was torn apart and the wolverine was gone. Only a few
wolverines have ever been kept in zoos. In each case the wolverine spent
all of its time trying to escape . Zookeepers who have tried to keep a
wolverine say, "Please don't send us another. We don't mind keeping lions
and tigers, but a wolverine is just too much to handle ."
Scientists believe the wolverine is one of the smartest animals alive,
but this will be difficult to prove . Someone will have to give an
intelligence test to this twenty-five pounds of fury. So far, no one has
volunteered . Would you?

1.

The wolverine is found in(A) South America
(C) Africa

(B) Australia
(D) North America

2.

The wolverine's length is(A) twenty inches
(C) forty inches

(B) thirty inches
(D) fifty inches

3.

When wolves see a wolverine, they(B) bark and howl
(A) eat it
(D) become friendly
(C) run away

4.

The wolverine looks like a small(B) lion
(A) wolf
(D) bear
(C) fox

5.

A wolverine has(A) a bushy tail
(C) a large head

(B) little ears
(D) shaggy fur

6.

The wolverine has(A) a nasty temper
(C) no relatives

(B) no strength
(D) few enemies

7.

The wolverine has a brain one would expect to find in a(B) lion
(A) human being
(D) dog
(C) goat

8.

The wolverine has been known to hide a trap(A) in a river
(B) in a tree
(D) in a cave
(C) under the snow

9.

The wolverine is clever when it comes to(B) eating
(A) sleeping
(D) escaping
(C) racing

10.

In a zoo the wolverine is(A) too noisy
(C) difficult to handle

(B) a poor eater
(D) quite tame

One thousand German airplanes droned toward England on August
13, 1940. It was "Eagle Day," the day the Germans had promised to
destroy Great Britain . The greatest air battle ever was about to begin . The
German pilots knew nothing about England's newest weapon, however.
On the ground, alert British soldiers and air crews hunched over their
top-secret instruments in darkened rooms . They were looking at radar
screens. The radar units sent out radio waves . The waves went into the air,
bounced off the German planes, and returned to the radar sets . Then the
radar experts could calculate the height and distance of the enemy aircraft .
Soon British fighter planes took off to battle the invaders. Without
error the English directed their pilots to the large formation of enemy
airplanes . For many hours the skies above England echoed to the sound of
machine-gun fire . British Spitfires locked German Stuka dive bombers in
their sights and blasted them from the sky. The surprised Nazi pilots were
no match for the well-directed British .
That day, forty-five German aircraft but only thirteen British planes
were destroyed. England's secret weapon had saved the day! Weakened
but not beaten, the German air force did not give up. Every night Nazi
planes swooped over England-and each time, the radar-directed Spitfires
of the Royal Air Force knocked them out of the sky. Then on August 24,
as German planes struck London, a force of British bombers turned the
tables and blasted Berlin. The tide had turned. British planes were now
dropping bombs on German soil .
Three weeks later the English delivered the final blow. One thousand
German aircraft clouded the skies over five British cities . Once again the
radar-directed Spitfires screamed upward. Later, the wrecks of fifty-six
Nazi airplanes dotted the landscape. Now the German air force was too
weak to continue the fight . The Battle of Britain was over, thanks to the
brave pilots and Britain's secret weapon radar.

1.

German planes flying over England numbered(A) one hundred
(B) two thousand
(C) one thousand

(D) ten thousand

2.

The date was August 13 in(A) 1840
(C) 1490

(B) 1950
(D) 1940

3.

The Germans promised to destroy England on
(A) Christmas Day
(B) Eagle Day
(C) Hawk Day
(D) Cobra Day

4.

A top-secret weapon used by the British was(A) radar
(B) photography
(C) submarines
(D) radios

5.

Radar experts calculated the enemy airplanes' distance and(A) time
(B) weapons
(C) weight
(D) height

6.

The British aircraft were called
(A) DC 7s
(C) Spitfires

7.

On August 24, British planes bombed(A) Munich
(B) Oslo
(C) Hamburg
(D) Berlin

8.

The English delivered the final blow- .
(A) three weeks later
(B) three months later
(C) three days later
(D) three hours later

9.

Dotting the British landscape were wrecks of Nazi aircraft
numbering(A) forty-six
(B) sixty-five
(C) sixty
(D) fifty-six

10 .

At last, the Battle of Britain(A) had begun
(C) was lost

(B) Stukas
(D) Skyfires

(B) was prevented
(D) finally ended

You are living in ancient Greece. Today you are sailing far out at sea.
You know you're near land, but you have no instruments. Night will soon
fall . How will you find your way to port?
Anxiously you scan the horizon . There! A point of light! The evening
star? You look harder. No. You've seen this before . It's the light from
Pharos, the peninsula that guards the port of Alexandria . You breathe a
sigh of relief and take over the rudder . You'll be in port in a few hours .
Alexandria was founded by Alexander the Great in 332 B .C . It
became the center of Greek culture and the most important commercial
city in the world . With great amounts of trade and commerce, it made
sense that a light should be erected to guide sailors .
The light at Pharos was housed in a huge lighthouse . The stone
building and tower were half as high as the Empire State Building, and it
was built, over 2,200 years ago, without computers or machinery . The
base was stone and rose four hundred feet into the air. It housed soldiers.
A smaller tower rose another hundred feet, and on top of that was a fire
chamber that added yet another hundred feet to the height . Can you
imagine a sixty-story building made completely by the muscle of human
beings?
The fire chamber contained a huge, highly polished mirror. With a
fire going in the center, the mirror could project a beam of light that could
be seen from thirty miles out in the Mediterranean Sea .
The Arabs invaded Alexandria in A.D . 850 . Convinced that the
building hid a great treasure, they began to tear it down. The huge mirror
crashed to the ground . Only then did the Arabs sadly realize that the fire
beacon was more valuable than any treasure they would find, but they
were unable to repair the damage.
The base of the lighthouse lasted another five hundred years, dark
and useless . Then, in the fourteenth century, an earthquake reduced it to
rubble.

1.

Alexandria was founded by(A) Pharos
(C) the Arabs

2.

The peninsula of Pharos guarded the port of
(B) Greece
(A) Anaheim
(D) Alexandria
(C) Xanadu

3.

This port was the center of culture for the(B) Persians
(A) Arabs
(D) Egyptians
(C) Greeks

4.

The lighthouse was built about(B) 4,200 years ago
(A) 1,200 years ago
(D) 200 years ago
(C) 2,200 years ago

5. It was built(A) using people and
machines
(C) without workers

(B) Alexander the Great
(D) sailors

(B) by using
computers and machines
(D) without computers or
machines

6.

The lighthouse was about as high as(B) a sixty-story building
(A) a small tower
(D) the Empire State Building
(C) a hundred feet

7.

The mirror sent a beam of light out to sea(B) 40 miles
(A) 35 miles
(D) 30 miles
(C) 20 miles

8.

When the Arabs invaded Alexandria and saw the lighthouse, they(B) used it for their ships
(A) began to tear it down
(D) preserved it
(C) dug tunnels under it

9.

The light was worth more than(B) all the Arabs' ships
(A) the Greek culture
(D) any possible treasure
(C) Alexander the Great

10.

The base of the lighthouse was reduced to rubble by(B) a World War I bomb
(A) an explosion
(D) an earthquake
(C) an airplane

Nothing made of wood is safe from the hungry, wood-gobbling
termite-not chairs, tables, or houses, and not even picture frames,
flagpoles, or baseball bats .
As remarkable as the termite's appetite to destroy wood is its ability
to construct . African termites can build mound houses thirty feet high. In
the United States, however, termites nest chiefly underground . Through
the soil they cut tunnels leading toward pieces of wood . The tunnels must
be sealed against the outside air to protect the termites from heat and
dryness . Air that may be comfortable to us can be harmful to termites . The
air causes the water in their thin-skinned bodies to evaporate . If exposed to
the air, termites soon shrivel up and die.
Most termites are workers, usually blind and wingless. They work in
the dark, enlarging the nest, gathering food, feeding soldier termites and
the queen termite, and taking care of the queen's eggs .
Soldier termites guard the colony. When an enemy approaches, they
block the tunnel entrance by standing on one another with their jaws
facing the enemy. When needed, one special type of soldier is called.
Mounted on its head it has a sort of "gun" that shoots a sticky liquid that
entangles the enemy.
The queen is remarkable . When she is filled with eggs, she
swells-often to 150 times the size of her mate . She looks like a sausage
and is often five inches long. In one day she lays fifty thousand eggs! All
of her children who survive develop into hungry, wood-eating termites.
In spite of all the damage the termite does-about $40 million worth
each year in the United States-one tends to feel sorry for it. The tiny
termite lives its entire life in darkness . It knows no pleasure and gets little
rest. Even the sun and air that we find so pleasant harm it. Birds find the
termite tasty. What is worse, people, with all their skills, must search out
the termite and destroy it.

1.

Termites have been known to eat(A) cloth
(B) flagpoles
(C) paper
(D) wool

2.

In Africa, termites build
(A) mound houses
(C) little houses

(B) wooden houses
(D) tree houses

3.

In the United States, termites chiefly nest(A) in trees
(B) in cellars
(C) in caves
(D) underground

4.

Termites are harmed by(A) water
(C) dry air

(B) cool weather
(D) bees

5.

The termite's skin is
(A) red
(C) strong

(B) thin
(D) thick

6.

Most termites are
(A) soldiers
(C) workers

(B) kings
(D) slaves

Worker termites are usually
(A) shapeless
(C) fighters

(B) heavy
(D) wingless

8.

The termite's "gun" shoots(A) poison
(C) bullets

(B) liquid
(D) blanks

9.

In just one day a queen lays eggs numbering(A) 50,000
(B) 250,000
(C) 137,000
(D) 1,000

7.

10.

Each year in the United States, termites cause damage amounting to
about(A) $40 million
(B) $1 million
(C) $10 million
(D) $5 million

As you get older, your appearance may change considerably, but the
skin lines or ridges on the balls of your fingers will change very little. This
has been proven from fingerprints taken of the same person at different
ages .
Fingerprints have become a sure means of identifying criminals .
Millions of fingerprints are on file at the Department of Justice in
Washington, D.C. This large filing system follows the ideas of Sir Francis
Galton, a British scientist . An expert can often pick out a criminal's record
from millions of others in ten or fifteen minutes .
Investigators from the Justice Department's Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) frequently discover fingerprints on buildings, cars, or
other items handled by a criminal. Even prints that cannot be seen can be
located by a powerful magnifying glass . Each print is dusted with powder,
transferred to gummed tape, and photographed.
The FBI fingerprints all its captured criminals and obtains
fingerprints of criminals from all over the world. All immigrants and
members of the armed forces are also fingerprinted .
The right thumb is used to take a fingerprint . You can take your own
fingerprint by using an ink pad and white paper. No other thumb in the
whole world will make the same print, not even your own left thumb. In
fact, each of your fingers will have a completely different print .
In early China, fingerprints were used to identify people who signed
legal papers . Some banks in America have experimented with fingerprints
on checks and legal papers to prevent people from signing false signatures.
In 1903, an innocent man, Will West, was sent to the Federal
Penitentiary in Leavenworth, Kansas . He was identified as a wanted
criminal. He had the same name as the real criminal . Their measurements
and appearance were almost identical . After this man had been sent to
prison, fingerprint evidence revealed the error. Had it not been for this
evidence, the innocent man would have suffered and the guilty man would
have avoided punishment .

1.

Fingerprints of the same person at different ages are(A) not alike in anyway
(B) not recognized
(D) a little alike
(C) about the same

2.

Millions of fingerprints are on file at the(B) State Capitol
(A) State Department
(D) Justice Department
(C) Department of Commerce

3.

A plan for filing fingerprints was worked out by(B) J. Edgar Hoover
(A) John F. Kennedy
(D) Sir Francis Galton
(C) Sir Francis Drake

4.

An expert can locate fingerprints in a few
(B) hours
(A) seconds
(D) days
(C) minutes

5.

Prints are dusted and transferred to
(B) gummed tape
(A) oaktag
(D) cloth
(C) paper

6.

Fingerprints are taken of all(A) nurses
(C) police officers

(B) college students
(D) members of the armed forces

7.

Each of your fingers will have(A) the same print
(C) many prints

(B) the same size print
(D) a different print

8.

Fingerprints were used to identify people who signed legal papers
in(A) France
(B) Germany
China
(D) Spain
(C)

9.

Experimental use of fingerprints has been carried on by
(B) colleges
(A) banks
(D) museums
(C) hospitals

10.

A man saved from years in prison was(B) Rod Kramer
(A) Bob Miller
(C) John Dillinger
(D) Will West

In 1962, Heather McKay lost a match in a game of squash . No one
thought this unusual then, but as the years went on-1965, 1970,
1979-that loss became more and more unusual . Heather, playing
constantly, never lost a match again! She just may be one of the greatest
female athletes of all time . Yet most people know nothing of her or even
of her sport.
If asked what squash is, people often reply, "It's a vegetable" or "It's
what you do to a nasty bug." It is also a game played on a four-walled
court, like racquetball . Two or four players, using racquets somewhat like
tennis racquets, hit a ball against the front wall. But all four walls are in
bounds. With the ball whizzing at players from every direction at up to a
hundred miles an hour, the game can get a bit wild!
Young Heather McKay took naturally to squash. It is most popular in
her native land, Australia. Coming from a family of athletes, Heather was
already a fine tennis and field-hockey player when she took up squash .
She did it just to keep her legs in condition for hockey. Soon she began
beating everyone including men . Then she entered the Australian
national championship . "Who's she?" everyone asked. Heather won, and
no Australian squash fan ever asked that question again.
From there it was on to the British and World Open Championships.
She won again-and again-and again-for nearly two decades . Other
players could only compare how many points they managed to score
against her.
No man or woman has ever ruled a sport as completely as Heather
McKay. Her records total sixteen straight British, fourteen Australian, and
two world women's championships (the only two there have ever been) .
What next? At age thirty-seven Heather retired from squash-but not to
the rocking chair. Far from it. She has taken up racquetball in America,
where she is living and still beating everyone in sight. What is the secret
of this amazing Australian's unequaled success? Some say it is her perfect
timing . She says, "Concentration-and hard work."

1.

Heather lost a squash match in(A) 1965
(B) 1979
(C) 1962
(D) 1970

2.

The game is played with two or(A) 6 players
(B) 4 players
(C) 3 players
(D) 8 players

3.

The players hit a ball against(A) a wall
(C) another racquet

(B) a floor
(D) each other

4.

Heather was born in
(A) Europe
(C) Australia

(B) the United States
(D) Africa

5.

Her family were all(A) scientists
(C) athletes

(B) authors
(D) musicians

6.

She was champion for nearly(A) two decades
(C) three years

(B) thirty-seven years
(D) ten years

7.

When she retired from squash, Heather was(A) 41
(B) 24
(C) 37
(D) 16

8.

She now lives in(A) England
(C) Australia

(B) Chile
(D) America

She has become active in(A) basketball
(C) croquet

(B) football
(D) racquetball

9.

10.

Heather credits her success to hard work and(A) fate
(B) concentration
(C) neighbors
(D) goodness

